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Use MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO and COM+ to develop COM applications Implement client/server applications with ease with this example-oriented approach to the details and implementation of COM technology in network applications. If there was ever a subject th                                       

Implement client/server applications with ease! You get a quick, thorough overview of COM technology, and dozens of real-life examples that can be used to accomplish virtually all of the requirements of a COM project. Contains source code to insert into your applications.     
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Grid Computing in Life Sciences: Proceedings of the 2nd International Life Science Grid Workshop, LSGRID 2005World Scientific Publishing, 2006
This is the second volume in the series of proceedings from the International Workshop on Life Science Grid. It represents the few, if not the only, dedicated proceedings volumes that gathers together the presentations of leaders in the emerging sub-discipline of grid computing for the life sciences. The volume covers the latest developments,...
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Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	A complete background to concepts and principles of behavioral genetics, Neurobehavioral Genetics: Methods and Applications, Second Edition features a broad spectrum of the most current techniques in neurobehavioral genetics in a single source.

	

	International researchers incorporate several new developments in the field,...
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Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
The simulation of social behavior in a variety of domains is an increasingly important technological tool.
eference survey of social simulation work, Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries comprehensively collects the most exciting developments in the field. Drawing research contributions from a vibrant...
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QuickBooks 2006: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
f your company is ready to minimize paperwork and maximize productivity, control spending and boost sales, QuickBooks 2006 can help you make it happen--but only if you know how to use it. And it doesn't come with a manual. Lucky for you, there's QuickBooks 2006: The Missing Manual, the comprehensive, up-to-date...
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Web Services Testing with soapUIPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is all about using soapUI for functional and performance testing of

	service-oriented solutions. soapUI can be used to test various aspects of a

	service-oriented solution without merely playing the role of a web service

	invocation tool. We will follow a simple tutorial-style approach throughout

	the book in which we...
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Sams Teach Yourself Samsung GALAXY Tab ™ in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The Galaxy Tab hit the market with a bang! It’s the first 7-inch tablet to
	become available with the Android operating system (and a 10-inch version
	is just on the horizon), a popular open source OS that is extremely
	versatile, stable, and feature packed. Add in the ability for third-party software
	developers to create new...
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